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Abstract. This paper focuses to a formal model of user preference learning for
content-based recommender systems. First, some fundamental and special requirements to user preference learning are identified and proposed. Three learning tasks
are introduced as the exact, the order preserving and the iterative user preference
learning tasks. The first two tasks concern the situation where we have the user’s
rating available for a large part of objects. The third task does not require any prior
knowledge about the user’s ratings (i.e. the user’s rating history). Local and global
preferences are distinguished in the presented model. Methods for learning these
preferences are discussed. Finally, experiments and future work will be described.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Imagine the problem of finding the appropriate accomodation – for our holiday or
business travel – from the offer of several hotels (objects) with several properties
(attributes). The values of these attributes and their combination have influence on
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our choice1 . E.g., while a student prefers cheap hotel with internet connection, not
necessarily close to the city centre, a professor prefers hotels in the centre of the
city with room service, even if these are a bit expensive. We often meet this type of
classification in our everyday life, e.g. choice of car, tool, job, food, bank and even
the partners, too.
The most important question is: What attributes of objects, what values of
these attributes and in what importance are preferable for a given user or a type of
user? In other words, what are the user’s preferences?
The fact is that users often have just a slight idea about their preferences and/or
they are not able to express them exactly (e.g. by an equation or a set of rules).
Because of the mentioned reasons, it should be better to obtain preferences by some
methods of data mining. We call this process user preference learning, and this is
what our paper is adressed to.
A popular area of research, dealing with user preference learning are recommender systems [7, 40]. These are a specific type of information filtering technique
that attempts to present to the user the objects the user is interested in.
This paper concerns content-based recommender systems [4, 33], in which the
learning of the user’s interests (preferences) is based on the features (attributes) of
objects rated 2 by the user.
Hotel name
Apple
Danube
Cherry
Iris
Lemon
Linden
Oak
Pear
Poplar
Rhine
Rose
Spruce
Themse
Tulip

Distance
100
1 300
500
1 100
500
1 200
500
500
100
500
500
300
100
800

Price
99
120
99
35
149
60
149
99
99
99
99
40
149
45

Equipment
nothing
tv
internet
internet, tv
nothing
internet, tv
internet, tv
tv
internet, tv
nothing
internet, tv
internet
internet, tv
internet, tv

User’s evaluation
1
2
2
3
1
3
2
2
2
1
3
2
1
3

Table 1. Illustrative example of the input to user preference learning

An input to user preference learning is illustrated in Table 1, where user rates
hotels with grades 1, 2 and 3 (corresponding to levels poor, good and excellent,
1

Similar to decathlon, where results from several disciplines aggregate the final result.
Often a Likert scale is used as rating scale, where usually five or seven categories are
distinguished from “strongly acceptable” to “strongly unacceptable”. A comparison of
ranking and rating is presented in [22].
2
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respectively). Attributes of hotels are the name, the price for a room per person per
night (in US dollars), the distance from the city center (in meters) and the room
furnishings (internet connection, TV, both, or none of them).
The user’s preferences (the output of user preference learning) corresponding to
rating of objects in Table 1 are as follows:
• IF Distance ≥ 500 AND Price ≤ 99 AND equipment = {tv, internet} THEN
evaluation ≥ 3
• IF Distance ≥ 500 AND equipment = {tv} THEN evaluation ≥ 2
• IF Price ≤ 99 AND equipment = {internet} THEN evaluation ≥ 2
• In other (resp. all) cases evaluation ≥ 1
The aim of this paper is to propose a flexible model of user preference learning
in the case when user rates objects. The proposed model should be applicable
to arbitrary (type of) user and domain of objects. The structure of the paper
is as follows: In the next section, consideration about needs and circumstances
leading to creation of a new formal model for preference learning are discussed.
At the end of the section, two types of requirements, namely fundamental and
special requirements for user preference learning are set. Then, the proposed formal
model of user preference learning follows which is the main goal of the paper. The
exact, the order preserving and the iterative user preference learning tasks will be
introduced. Following, statistical approaches are present for learning the so-called
local preferences. Then, the method of induction of generalized annotated programs
(IGAP) and the respective ϕ-GAP algorithm will be described for learning the socalled global preferences. Since this section is a short summary of [26] and [15], we
will not discuss IGAP and ϕ-GAP in details. Finally, some experiments and further
work will be discussed.
2 REQUIREMENTS FOR A FLEXIBLE MODEL
OF USER PREFERENCE LEARNING
Some issues of user preference learning from the point of view of representation and
learning will be discussed in this section.
2.1 Data Model
The first thing we have to consider are data models. We can take three data representation models into consideration: object-attribute model (one relation3), multirelational model (several relations connected by key attributes) and the RDF model
(triples of type object-attribute-value). Even if these models can be transformed into
one another, each of them has its own particularities. So we have to consider all
3

As in our illustrative example in Table 1.
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of them. The multi-relational model4 is appropriate for representing complex structures. On the other hand, from the view of computability, it is not very effective
(we have to deal with joins of relations). An example of user preference learning
from multi-relational data is introduced in [26]. This model can be transformed
to object-attribute model by propositionalisation, but the resulting relation is often
large and contains redundant data. It is mainly convenient for statistical approaches.
A flexible model is the RDF which is used in the semantic web.
2.2 User’s Rating
Now, let’s have a look at user’s ratings, e.g. from Table 1. It is clear that there are
no clearly good and bad hotels. Rather, there is a hierarchy of hotels (in our case,
excellent, good and poor). The users overall preference is monotonically dependent
on the grade of fulfilment of single features of objects (hotels). Such an ordinal
(monotone graded) classification is quite common, e.g. we classify students in school
by grades, hotels by stars, investment safety of countries ranging from AAA to FFF,
cars by categories, etc. In all these cases an object with higher classification should
fulfil requirements for one with lower classification. For example, the hotel marked
by *** fulfils requirements for hotels with grades ** and * (worse) and does not fulfil
all requirements for hotels **** and ***** (better). Note that because the mentioned
ordinality, we do not need to find rules for the lowest grade (poor) because every
hotel fulfils requirements of the lowest grade (i.e. every hotel is at least poor).
2.3 Attribute Domain Ordering
As mentioned before, the specific property of the classification of hotels from our
example is the natural order among the different classes. Moreover, there is an
(partial) ordering in attribute domains, too. These orderings determine which values of the attribute are preferable to the user. In case of numerical attributes we
distinguish four main types of such orderings. These are called higher-best, lowerbest, middle-best or marginal-best according to which values (higher, lower, middle,
marginal) of an attribute the given user prefers5 . These main types of orderings are
illustrated in Figure 1.
Thus, an attribute domain ordering can be viewed as a mapping f : D −→ [0, 1],
where D is an attribute domain and the mapped value from the unit interval [0, 1]
represents the impact (importance) of an attribute value.
Note that in case of non-numeric types of attributes we can use this concept,
too.
4

A multi-relational data model is not usual in recommender systems but a general
formal model for preference learning should consider this model.
5
Note that, in fact, these types of orderings are common.
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Fig. 1. Four main types of orderings of numerical attribute domains: a) higher-best,
b) lower-best, c) middle-best, d) marginal-best

2.4 Attribute Type
The attributes can be of two basic types: nominal (without any ordering in the
domain) and ordinal (with ordered domain). However, in our case we deal mainly
with ordinal types; it can happen that some nominal attributes have big impact
on the classification. An interesting attribute is the Boolean type attribute which
can behave as nominal or ordinal (i.e. that an ordering between the true and false
values is present). It means that the true values are better, or, conversely, the false
values have positive impact to the classification6. From our point of view the most
interesting attributes are the ordinal ones. These can be divided into two classes:
discrete and continuous. In the case of discrete attributes an (partial) ordering of
individual values or a disjunctive sets of values (disjunctive subsets of the domain)
are present. In the case of continuous attributes we have a partial ordering of
disjunctive intervals of values (disjunctive subintervals of the domain).
2.5 Imperfection
In a standard logical framework, we are restricted to represent only facts that are
absolutely true. Thus, this framework is unable to represent and reason with imperfect – uncertain, vague, noisy, ranked/preferenced – information. This is a significant
gap in the expressive power of the framework, and a major barrier to its use in many
real-world applications. We use imperfection in the generic sense of uncertainty. Imperfection is unavoidable in the real world: our information (and particularly our
classification) is often inaccurate and always incomplete, and only a few of the
“rules” that we use for reasoning are true in all (or even most) of the possible cases.
Furthermore, it is hard to represent the notions of a natural language just with two
values (true, false). If we consider the concept “cheap”, in a standard two-valued
logic we can say that it holds (an object is cheap) or not (an object is not cheap).
However, in two valued logic we cannot express easily that one item is cheaper than
another. So, it is convenient to use several degrees of truth to the facts, in order to
represent e.g. the concepts “more” or “less” cheap. For this purpose we can use the
multi-valued logical framework, in which a truth value (accuracy, trustworthiness or
6

It depends on the nature of the domain.
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preference) is assigned to information. Beside probabilistic models7 [45, 46] there is
an extensive study of these phenomena in multiple-valued logic [44, 46].
Definition 1. Fundamental requirements for a flexible formal model for user preference learning are:
• Capability to represent and learn ordinal ratings (classification) of objects.
• Working with an arbitrary combination of ordinal and nominal attributes.
• Consideration of several types of orderings of attribute domains (at least, the
above-mentioned higher-best, lower-best, middle-best and marginal-best types).
Definition 2. Special requirements for a flexible formal model for user preference
learning are:
• Ability to deal with several data models (Object-Attribute, Multi-Relational,
RDF).
• Representation of imperfection (uncertainty, vagueness, imprecision, . . . ) and
the notions of a natural language (e.g. vague concepts, as “cheap”, “near”).
Notice that none of the recent approaches8 to user preference learning cover all
of these fundamental resp. special requirements at once.
3 THE USER PREFERENCE LEARNING MODEL
As stated in the previous chapter, there are some fundamental requirements, which
a flexible formal model should fulfil (Definition 1). Assume that we have extensional
data in relation R having attributes A, A1 , . . . , An with domains D, D1 , . . . , Dn in
which the A attribute is a key, i.e. an identifier of an object. In other words, it is an
object-attibute model where an object of interest is represented by values uniquely
assigned to its attributes. For Q
a tuple (x, x) ∈ R, where x ∈ D is an identifier of an
object and x = (x1 , . . . , xn ) ∈ i∈{1,...n} Di , this generates a mapping dataR : D −→
Q
i∈{1,...n} Di defined as dataR (x) = x. In the following text, (dataR (x))i will denote
the ith component xi of x = (x1 , . . . , xn ).
Since we are interested in the case when user rates objects, take a look at user’s
ratings. Ratings can be expressed in natural language (poor, good, excellent) or by
real numbers (e.g. normalized to the unit interval [0, 1]). Here the preference degrees 9
are assumed to be totally (linearly) ordered10 . In general, user’s preference degrees
can be represented by (or transformed to) real numbers from the unit interval [0, 1].
7
Probability theory models uncertainty by assigning a probability to each of the states
of the world that an agent considers possible.
8
Discussed later in this work.
9
User’s ratings are often called preference degrees, too.
10
The position is that partially ordered ratings – without contradictions, cycles – can
be realised by a linear extension of these ratings.
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Thus, if a user u rates objects, he/she determines a linear ordering of these objects,
i.e. an ordering uD on the domain D. Note that an ordering uD is distinctive (and
thus subjective and unique) for an individual user u. In case of m users we denote
their orderings as uD1 , . . . , uDm .
Partial orderings uD1 , . . . , uDn on the attribute domains D1 , . . . , Dn are an important part of our model. Notice that these orderings have the same meaning as
the above-mentioned four main types of orderings of attribute domains, illustrated
in Figure 1. Again, these orderings are distinctive for an individual user u. In case
of m users, we denote these orderings as uD11 , . . . , uD1n , . . . , uDm1 , . . . , uDmn .
Definition 3. Suppose an ordering  on the set X and a function p : X −→ [0, 1].
Then we say that  is generated by p if the following holds: (∀x, y ∈ X) x 
y iff p(x) ≤ p(y). In this case, we can denote p.
Q
Definition 4 (Monotone dataset). Suppose a dataset R ⊆ D × i∈{1,...,n} Di , a linear ordering uD on D Q
and partial orderings uD1 , . . . , uDn on D1 , . . . , Dn, and the
mapping dataR : D −→ i∈{1,...,n} Di .
If for any two objects (x, x), (y, y) ∈ R it holds
(∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n})(dataR(x))i uDi (dataR (y))i =⇒ x uD y

(1)

we call the dataset11 R monotone w.r.t. orderings uD , uD1 , . . . , uDn .
Q
Definition 5 (User’s preferences). Suppose a dataset R ⊆ D × i∈{1,...,n} Di having
attributes A, A1 , . . . , An with domains D, D1 , . . . , Dn . Suppose that R is monotone
w.r.t. orderings uD , uD1 , . . . , uDn , where uD is generated by an puG : D −→ [0, 1] and
uDi are generated by mappings puLi : Di −→ [0, 1].
Then the mapping puG is called user’s global preferences and the mappings12
u
pLi are called user’s local preferences on R for attributes A1 , . . . , An compatible to
user’s global preferences puG . In this case, we say that R is monotone w.r.t. puG and
puL1 , . . . , puLn .
As can be seen from Definition 5, we consider user’s preferences on the whole
domain of objects. The reason is the following: we assume that users have their fixed
preferences at certain time, valid for all objects, even if these are hard to determine
exactly. For example, if one prefers cheap hotels, then this preference is valid for all
hotels, and doesn’t depend on concrete objects (hotels). Of course, preferences can
change with time, but are stable at a certain moment; e.g. if a user gets good job,
he/she is assumed to prefer medium price hotels.
11

In the following text, we will use shorter notation “monotone dataset”, instead of
“monotone dataset w.r.t. orderings uD , uD1 , . . . , uDn ”.
12
In the following text, we will use shorter notation “user’s local preferences”, instead
of “user’s local preferences on R for attributes A1 , . . . , An compatible to user’s global
preferences puG ”.
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Note that some exceptions can occur, when user likes objects, which don’t fulfil
his/her known preferences. Usually this is because of other, previously not considered attributes. For example, user can prefer a hotel which has a lovely receptionist,
although it is a little bit expensive. In this case, “loveliness” of receptionist can be
considered as an additional (or “hidden”) attribute.
An important question arises: Do user’s local preferences always exist? An example of dataset, where user’s local preferences cannot be found is given in the next
example.
Example 1. Suppose the dataset R = {(a, 0, 0), (b, 0, 1), (c, 1, 0), (d, 1, 1)} ⊆ D ×
D1 × D2 where D = {a, b, c, d}, D1 = D2 = {0, 1}. The mapping puG (generating
an ordering uD is defined as puG (a) = puG (d) = 0, puG(b) = puG (c) = 1. The situation
is similar to classical XOR operator, as can be seen in Figure 2.
D2 6
c
1 u
a
e

0

ed

ub

1

-

D1

Fig. 2. Example of a XOR-typed dataset

There are three possible cases of mappings puL1 for the domain D1 , namely, when
< puL1 (1), puL1 (0) > puL1 (1) or puL1 (0) = puL1 (1). Similar situation arises in case
of mapping puL2 for the domain D2 . Note that the concrete values of these functions
(which are from the unit interval [0, 1]) do not matter. Thus, there are nine different
combinations of mappings puL1 , puL2 , which generate orderings uD1 , uD2 , respectively.
None of these combinations is approppriate to fulfil Condition 1 for a monotone
dataset (and thus for local preferences, too). Note that for the dataset R with user’s
global preferences puG , local preferences do not exist.
puL1 (0)

Notice that a non-monotone dataset, i.e. in which local preferences do not exist
can be denoted as XOR-type dataset.
Let’s modify Example 1 by adding an attribute to the data model as can be
seen in the following example:
Example 2. The dataset R = {(a, 0, 0, ♦), (b, 0, 1, ♥), (c, 1, 0, ♥), (d, 1, 1, ♦)} ⊆ D×
D1 ×D2 ×D3 where D = {a, b, c, d}, D1 = D2 = {0, 1} and D3 = {♥, ♦}. The mapping
puG is equal to that in Example 1, i.e. puG (a) = puG (d) = 0, puG(b) = puG (c) = 1.
Now, define the following mappings puLi : Di −→ [0, 1] as follows: puL1 (x) = puL2 (y) = c
for every x ∈ D1 , y ∈ D2 , where c ∈ [0, 1] is a constant and puL3 (♦) = 13 , puL3 (♥) = 32 .
This situation is illustrated in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of data from Example 2

Now, the mappings puLi and puG generate orderings which fulfil Condition 1 and
makes the dataset R monotone. Thus, puL1 , puL2 and puL3 can be declared as user’s
local preferences.
Definition 6. A user’s local preference puLi defined as (∀x ∈ Di ) puLi (x) = c, where
c ∈ [0, 1] is called constant user’s local preference for attribute Ai of the domain Di .
Note that a constant user preference indicates that an attribute to which it belongs has no certain ordering on its domain, i.e. all values have the same importance.
Definition 7 (Exact user preference learning task). Suppose a monotone dataset
R ⊆ D × D1 × . . . × Dn w.r.t. orderings uD , uD1 , . . . , uDn , where uD is generated by
puG : D −→ [0, 1].
The exact task of user preference learning has a sample set (training set) S ⊆ R
and puG ↾ S on input. The task is to find mappings puLi : Di −→ [0, 1] which generate
uDi , and find a mapping @ : [0, 1]n −→ [0, 1], such that
(∀o ∈ D ↾ R) @(puL1 ((dataR(o))1 ), . . . , puLn ((dataR (o))n) = puG (o)

(2)

where @ is called aggregation function.
As can be seen, a user preference learning task consists of two individual learnig
steps: to find user’s local preferences and an aggregation function @. We will call the
value of @(puL1 ((dataR(o))1 ), . . . , puLn ((dataR (o))n) the learned value for an object o
by an user preference learning method.
Note that the presented user preference learning tasks do not depend on a concrete learning method. It can be chosen arbitrarily, depending on the concrete
domain and application.
Naturally, if we demand effective (resp. on-line) computation, the mappings
puL1 , . . . , puLn and @ have to be learned on a small dataset, instead of R, but the results
must be valid for the whole R. Thus, the accuracy of computation determines how
precise are the local (puLi ) and global (@) preferences, learned from a small subset
of the domain w.r.t. the whole domain of objects.
Such an accuracy, which determines how precisely can be the user’s preferences
(valid on the whole domain) predicted by learning from a small dataset, is called
prediction accuracy. It can be expressed in the following form:
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exact prediction accuracy =

number of correctly learned objects
number of all objects

(3)

where an object is learned correctly, if the learned value for the object is equal to
user’s rating of this object (i.e. the Condition 2 holds for the given object o).
An accuracy of learning on a mentioned small dataset (often called training
set) is called training accuracy. It can be defined as usual in the concrete learning
methods used in the learning process13 .
Note that in general the training accuracy is higher than the prediction accuracy.
Since it is often hard to find an aggregation function @ having exactly the same
values on R as user’s global preferences puG , a task with a weaker condition is needed,
whose main idea is that an aggregation function can’t change the ordering of objects
w.r.t. user’s rating (i.e. his/her global preferences).
Definition 8 (Order preserving user preference learning task). Suppose a monotone dataset R ⊆ D × D1 × . . . × Dn w.r.t. orderings uD , uD1 , . . . , uDn , where uD is
generated by puG : D −→ [0, 1].
The order preserving task of user preference learning has a sample set (training
set) S ⊆ R and puG ↾ S on input. The task is to find mappings puLi : Di −→ [0, 1]
which generate uDi , and to find a mapping @ : [0, 1]n −→ [0, 1], such that
(∀or , os ∈ D)(∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}) puG (or ) < puG (os ) =⇒
@(puL1 ((dataR(or ))1 ), . . . , puLn ((dataR(or ))n) ≤
≤ @(puL1 ((dataR(os ))1 ), . . . , puLn ((dataR(os ))n)

(4)

where @ is called aggregation function 14 .
The left side of the above implication determines that an object os is better in
all attributes than an object or . The aim is to get a mapping (@) which does not
evaluate os worse than or . Note that it is sufficient to define the mapping @ as equal
to a constant value. This result will be correct, albeit useless.
In this case, the prediction accuracy is similar to exact prediction accuracy:
order preserving pred. accuracy =

number of correctly learned pairs
number of all pairs

(5)

where a pair of objects is learned correctly, if the Condition 4 holds for the given
pair of objects.
Figure 4 illustrates the situation presented in Definitions 7, 8. First step of
our model assumes attribute domains D, Di and orderings uD , uDi (depending on
user) which build a monotone dataset R (where i ∈ {1, . . . , n}). Moreover, uD is
13
14

The training accuracy will be discussed with the learning algorithm later.
An aggregation function is often mentioned as utility function.
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@ ≈ puG

#2
-

[0, 1]n

Fig. 4. Commutative diagram of our formal model of user preference learning

generated by a mapping puG . This is illustrated in the #1 part of the commutative
Diagram 4.
Further, we assume that orderings Di can be approximated (resp. generated)
by mappings puLi . Let us note that these are very strong assumptions in general, in
practice for finite domains and a finite subset of [0, 1], these mappings can be found
(subject to some decrease of precision of the used learning method).
Finally, to complete the commutative diagram #2, we have to find an aggregation function @, which approximates puG (and thus generates uD ), such that the
diagram commutes.
The above-described of user preference learning tasks assumes that an ordering
uD generated by mapping puG is known (on the whole R). Thus, these can be
mainly used for off-line computation of user preferences. For example, we have
a huge amount of objects and their ratings by many users stored and we want to
know which user was having stable preferences during the time (in this case the
sample sets correspond to given time periods).
Now, imagine that we do not know the mapping puG (or an ordering uD ). The
situation is as follows: The user gets some objects which she/he evaluates. Thus
we have the sample set S and the mapping puG : S −→ [0, 1], which form an input
to the computation of the – local and global – preferences of a given user (i.e. the
mapings puLi and @). Note that @ approximates puG and thus generates the ordering
uD of objects from R. Using uD we can choose the top-k 15 (i.e. the best) objects
from the whole R. These objects are again rated by the user and the whole process
is repeated. This approach is called PHASES [14]. The respective task to this
approach is introduced in Definition 9 and illustrated in Figure 5.
Definition 9 (Iterative user preference learning task with samples of size k). Suppose R ⊆ D × D1 × . . . × Dn is a dataset and S ⊆ R is an initial sample.
15

An efficient top-k object search algorithm can be found in [21].
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The iterative user preference learning task in phase 0 has on input S ⊆ R and
the mapping puG,0 : S −→ [0, 1]. The iterative user preference learning task in
phase 0 has on output mappings puLj,0 : Di −→ [0, 1],@0 : [0, 1]n −→ [0, 1] and the set
S0 = topk(R) of objects computed w.r.t. ordering D,0 of all objects o ∈ D generated
by @0 (puL1,0 (dataR (o))1, . . . , puLn,0 (dataR (o))n).
The iterative user preference learning task in phase j + 1 has on input Sj and
the mapping puG,j+1 : Sj −→ [0, 1]. The iterative user preference learning task in
phase j + 1 has on output mappings puLi,j+1 : Di −→ [0, 1],@j+1 : [0, 1]n −→ [0, 1]
and the set Sj+1 = topk(R) of objects computed w.r.t. ordering D,j+1 of all objects
o ∈ D generated by @j+1 (puL1,j+1 (dataR (o))1, . . . , puLn,j+1 (dataR(o))n), where topk(R)
can be an arbitrary procedure which gets top-k objects according to some orderings
(thus |Si | = k).
The accuracy of iterative user preference learning task expresses how effectively
the user’s preferences are learned in several phases, i.e. if the offered topk(R) objects
computed w.r.t. D,j are better than the topk(R) objects computed w.r.t. D,j−1 .
This accuracy can be computed by several ways, such as:
τ -iterative correlationi = τ (hSi , D,i i, hSi , G,i+1i)

(6)

where G,i+1 is generated by the user’s evaluation puG,i+1 of a sample set Si and
τ (X, Y ) refers to the Kendall tau rank correlation coefficient 16 [1] computed for
ordered sets X and Y .

average iterative ratingi =

P

puG,i+1 (x)

x∈Si

k

(7)

An important step is the selection of an initial sample of objects. One solution
is the random selection. On the other hand, if we have the previously computed
user preferences available (e.g. by an off-line computation from the user history), we
can use these preferences to select the top-k objects to initial sample set.
As can be seen, the presented model meets the fundamental requirements (Definition 1): it is capable to represent and learn ordinal ratings (@) and attribute value
orderings (puLi ). If we consider an attribute with constant user’s local preferences
as nominal, we have included the remaining fundamental requirement (i.e. to deal
with an arbitrary combination of nominal and ordinal attributes). The fulfilment of
the special requirements (Definition 2) in this model is determined by the concrete
learning method or framework17 used in the learning process.
16
17

Other correlation coefficients can be used, too.
The proposed IGAP method will be introduced later in this work.
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Fig. 5. The PHASES approach

4 LOCAL PREFERENCE LEARNING
As mentioned in the previous section, learning user’s global preferences is preceded
by learning user’s local preferences. We concentrate on two methods for local preference learning in this section: one is used for non-numerical attributes (discussed
in [15]) and one for numerical attributes (introduced in [14]).
In local preference learning, the main problem is whether the overall evaluation of objects depends on given attributes (e.g. price, distance) according to some
ordering of the domain of these attributes.
We learn attribute orderings for every attribute, from the projections of attribute
values to user’s evaluation. As mentioned in the previous section, we assume finite
domains and a finite number of evaluations (grades).
Thus, in case of objects o1 , . . . , om ∈ D, for every attribute Ai , the set LAi =
{h(dataR (oj ))i, puG (oj )i|j = 1, . . . , m} is considered. To allow numerical computations, we need to transform user’s evaluation to numbers18 , if these are expressed in
natural language (e.g. “poor”=1, “good”=2 and “excellent”=3).
4.1 Non-Numerical Attributes
If an attribute Ai with the domain Di is non-numerical, we have two choices:
18

Note that there is a linear ordering of user’s evaluations, so the transformation to
numbers can be made easily.
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• We leave the computation of local preferences and consider the attribute Ai as
nominal.
• The other choice is to compute for every X ⊆ Di the average value of user’s
evaluation of objects having X in attribute Ai . Thus, local preferences can be
computed as
P
puG (o)
pLi (X) =

{o∈D|(dataR (o))i =X}

|{o ∈ D|(dataR (o))i = X}|

(8)

.

To make the computation more general, in case of non-numerical attributes we
use sets of attribute values X ⊆ Di instead of single attribute values x ∈ Di . It
allows to deal with more values for one attribute (e.g. in the illustrative example
in Table 1, an equipment attribute can be {tv, internet}).
Example 3. In case of the illustrative example (Table 1), local preferences for
a non-numerical attribute “equipment” can be computed as follows:
• puLequipment (tv ) =
•

user ′ sevaluation (Danube)+user ′ sevaluation (Pear )
2

puLequipment (internet)

=

2+2
2

• puLequipment (tv , internet) =
• puLequipment (nothing) =

=

2+2
2

=2

=2
3+3+2+2+3+1+3
7

1+1+1
3

= 2 37

=1

Since we defined local preferences as a mapping of the domain to the unit interval [0, 1], we can normalize the values of puLequipment (X) to this interval. In this
case, we can divide the computed values by 3, thus we get puLequipment (tv) = 23 ,
puLequipment (internet) = 32 , puLequipment (tv, internet) = 17
, puLequipment (nothing) = 31
21
Thus, the corresponding (partial) orderings on the domain of an attribute equipment from Table 1 are as follows: {nothing} uequipment {tv }, {internet} uequipment
{tv , internet}.
Note that it can happen that the local preferences for an attribute can’t be
computed correctly. It is when there are not substantial differences between puLi (X)
for the values X ⊆ Di of an attribute. We can view such local preferences as
constant-local preferences and consider the given attribute as nominal.
4.2 Numerical Attributes
As mentioned, we learn local preferences from the projection of attribute values to
user’s evaluation. Such a projection is illustrated in Figure 6.
Usually, noncomplicated expressions of local preferences are desirable. Since
an aggregation of local preferences forms global preferences, more complex local
preferences indicate more complex global preferences.
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price

distance

Fig. 6. Projection of attribute values (distance or price) to user’s evaluation, corresponding
to Table 1

So-called simplified types of numerical attribute domain orderings are considered,
as illustrated in Figure 7. These are similar to ordering types, introduced in Figure 1,
but more effectively usable in computation (even if we have to consider a slight
decrease of correctness).

attr. domain

attr. domain

d)
degree

c)
degree

b)
degree

degree

a)

attr. domain

attr. domain

Fig. 7. Simplified types of orderings of numerical attribute domains: a) simple higher-best
b) simple lower-best c) simple middle-best d) simple marginal-best related to ordering
types, introduced in Figure 1

The main goal is to detect that area in the domain, in which the values are
more preferable. This area is represented by one value, called critical value (see
Figure 7), in contrast to basic ordering types (Figure 1), where this area was an interval.
First, we have to compute the quadratic polynomial on the projection of attribute values to user’s evaluation, i.e. the quadratic polynomial regression task
with an input LAi (introduced at the beginning of the chapter). Such computed
polynomials are illustrated by solid lines in Figure 8 in Example 4.
Then, we have to find out the critical value ci of an attribute Ai , in which the
polynomial has its global minimum or global maximum. If the critical value is out of
the used domain of an attribute or is inside the domain, but very “near” to borders
of the used domain, the ordering will be of the lower-best or higher-best type. If
the critical value is somewhere in the middle of the used domain then the ordering
will be of the middle-best or marginal-best type. There are six possible situations,
as illustrated in Table 2, where min(Di ) and max(Di ) are the minimal and maximal
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values of attribute Ai , present in the dataset, and ǫ represents some measure of
nearness to borders of the values of a given attribute in the dataset.
ci
min
max

ci > max(Di ) − ǫ
simple lower-best
simple higher-best

ci < min(Di ) + ǫ
simple higher-best
simple lower-best

ci ∈ hmin(Di ) + ǫ, max(Di ) − ǫi
simple marginal-best
simple middle-best

Table 2. Possible (simplified) types of orderings, detected by quadratic polynomial regression, according to the position of the critical value ci (columns) and to the case, if
ci is the global maximum minimum of the polynomial (rows)

Finally, we compute the local preferences puLi (x) for that x ∈ Di , which are
present in the dataset. The computation depends on the detected simplified type of
ordering of the attribute Ai . Thus, we distinguish four cases:
• simple higher-best type of ordering of Ai
puLi (x) =

x − min(Di )
max(Di ) − min(Di )

(9)

• simple lower-best type of ordering of Ai
puLi (x) =

max(Di ) − x
max(Di ) − min(Di )

• simple middle-best type of ordering of Ai
 x−min(Di )
 ci −min(Di ) , if x ≤ ci ,
puLi (x) =
 max(Di )−x
, else
max(Di )−ci
• simple marginal-best type of ordering of Ai
 ci −x
 ci −min(Di ) , if x ≤ ci ,
puLi (x) =
 x−ci , else.
max(Di )−ci

(10)

(11)

(12)

Example 4. We compute the local preferences for the illustrative example (Table 1)
as follows: The quadratic polynomials for the attributes distance and price are
computed by a standard least squares regression:
polynomdistance (x) = −0.000000963524x2 + 0, 00250191x + 1.02457
polynomprice(x) = +0.0000172466x2 − 0, 0161825x + 3.36741
for which the critical values are cdistance = 1298.31 (global maximum) respectively
cprice = 469.15 (global minimum).
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Fig. 8. Learning local preferences by quadratic polynomial regression. The solid lines
represent the polynomials, the dotted lines represent the simple higher-best and lowerbest types of orderings. The exact values of puLdistance resp. puLprice are represented by
squares.

The local preferences are computed19 by using the Equations (9), (10):
100 udistance 300 udistance . . . udistance 1200 udistance 1300
or
149 uprice 120 uprice . . . uprice 40 uprice 35.
5 GLOBAL PREFERENCE LEARNING
A multi-relational learning method with the ability to deal with imperfect information should fulfil all requirements to flexible learning at once (Definitions 1 and 2).
Inductive logic programming (ILP) [13] combines first-order logic and machine
learning algorithms. Briefly, the task of ILP is to find a correct hypothesis from the
sets of positive and negative examples under the presence of background knowledge.
To fulfil all requirements to flexibe user preference learning (Definitions 1 and 2)
we have to join ILP with generalized annotated programs (GAP) [30]. Thus an
inductive GAP model was developed, called IGAP [26]20 .
The language of GAP consists of qualitative and quantitative part. The qualitative part of GAP language is the usual language of predicate logic (with variables,
constants, predicates and function symbols). The quantitative part of the language
in our approach is typed (sorted) and for each logical predicate p there is a (possibly
different) truth values set Tp with ordering ≤p .
19

Note that min(Ddistance ) = 100, max(Ddistance ) = 1300 and min(Dprice ) = 35,
max(Dprice ) = 149. Ususally, we choose the value of ǫ as the 30 % of the used domain (i.e.
400 for the attribute distance and 50 for the attribute price).
20
Note that we do not know about any inductive GAP system.
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A rule of GAP is an implication A : ρ(µ1 , . . . , µk ) ← B1 : µ1 ∧ . . . ∧ Bk : µk ,
where B : µ1 , . . . , B : µk , and µ ∈ [0, 1] are so-called variable-annotated atoms and
A : ρ is a possibly complex annotated atom.
A mapping f : BL → [0, 1] is a Herbrand interpretation for annotated logic, where
BL is a Herbrand base. The satisfaction is defined along the complexity of formulas
as in the classical logic. An annotated atom A : µ is true in an interpretation f
(f |=GAP A : µ), i.e. f is a model of A : µ iff f (A) ≥ µ.
f |=GAP A : ρ(µ1 , . . . , µk ) ← B1 : µ1 ∧ . . . ∧ Bk : µk
if for all assignments e of annotation variables µ1 , . . . , µk we have
(13)
f (A) ≥A ρ(e(µ1), . . . , e(µk )) ← f (B1 ) ≥B1 e(µ1 ) ∧ . . . ∧ f (Bk ) ≥Bk e(µk )
Definition 10 (the learning from entailment setting of the IGAP task).
When
learning from GAP entailment, a set of annotated examples E is given. The annotated background knowledge B is given. The task is to find an annotated hypothesis H, such that the following conditions hold:
(∀e : α ∈ E)H ∧ B |=GAP e : α
(∀e : α ∈ E)(∀β > α)H ∧ B 2GAP e : β

(gap-completeness of H)
(gap-consistency of H).

(14)

The ϕ-GAP algorithm we present here is based on the multiple use of the ILP
system ALEPH [37]. Practical illustration of the algorithm can be found in Example 5.
The ϕ-GAP algorithm
• Input: Annotated E and B, local preferences puLi for pi ∈ B.
• Output: Annotated H
1. Initialize the two-valued (crisp) hypothesis H c = ∅.
2. Find out
• every annotations α, present in E ( α1 < . . . < αn )
• every m1 , . . . , mk classes of annotations for predicates p1 , . . . , pk ∈ B
(βp1 1 , . . . , βp1 m1 , . . . , βpk1 , . . . , βpkmk ).
3. Transform the annotated background knowledge B to a crisp background knowledge B c by an additional attribute for the annotation, i.e.
pi (x1 , . . . , xis ) : βpi j 99K pci (x1 , . . . , xis , βpij ), where j ∈ {1, . . . , mi }.
4. For every predicate pci ∈ B c corresponding to pi ∈ B, i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, add
ordering-completion axioms to B c which consist of
• ordering-completion axioms:
pci (x1 , . . . , xis , X) ← lepi (X, Y ), pci (x1 , . . . , xis , Y )
• attribute-value ordering predicates:
lepi (βpi v , βpi w ) if puLi (βpi v ) ≤ puLi (βpi w ) for v, w ∈ {1, . . . , mi }, v 6= w.
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5. For all αi , where 1 < i ≤ n do the following:
• split the example set E to negative Eic− = {ec (x1 , . . . , xt , αi ))|e(x1, . . . , xt ) :
γ ∈ E and γ < αi } and positive Eic+ = {ec (x1 , . . . , xt , αi ))|e(x1, . . . , xt ) : γ ∈
E and γ ≥ αi } parts
• compute with ALEPH the hypothesis Hic for the two-valued background
knowledge B c , positive Eic+ and negative Eic− example sets
• add the hypothesis Hic to H c .
6. Transform the crisp hypothesis H c to annotated hypothesis H by transforming
the additional attributes in literals back, i.e.
pci (x1 , . . . , xis , βpi j ) 99K pi (x1 , . . . , xis ) : βpi j , where j ∈ {1, . . . , mi }
ec (x1 , . . . , xt , αi) 99K e(x1 , . . . , xt ) : αi , where 1 < i ≤ n
Example 5. We demonstrate the work of the ϕ-GAP algorithm on the illustrative
example in Table 1. First, we have to define inputs21 :
• E = { eval(apple):1,eval(danube):2,...,eval(tulip):3 }
• B = { di(apple):100, pr(apple):99, eq(apple):[],. . .
. . .,di(tulip):800, pr(tulip):45, eq(tulip):[tv,int] }
• we use local preferences for numerical attributes di and pr computed in Example 4. For the non-numerical attribute eq local preferences from the Example 3
are used.
At the first step of the algorithm, we initialize H c = {}. In step 2, we find the
following annotations:
• α1 = 1 < α2 = 2 < α3 = 3
• there are three classes mdi = 7, mpr = 7, meq = 4 of annotations with the
following values:
βpdi 1 = 100, βpdi2 = 300, . . . , βpdim −1 = 1200, βpdim = 1300
di
di
βppr 1 = 35, βppr 2 = 40, . . . , βpdimpr −1 = 120, βpdimpr = 149
βpeq 1 = [], βpeq 2 = [tv], βpeq meq −1 = [int], βpeq meq = [tv , int].
In the following step (3), the transformation of background knowledge is provided to the form of Prolog atoms with the following result:
B c = {di(apple, 100), pr(apple, 99), eq(apple, []), . . .,
di(tulip, 800), pr(tulip, 45), eq(tulip, [tv, int])}.
21

We use shortest notations for attributes, i.e. eval for user’s evaluation, na for hotel
name, di for the distance, pr for price and eq for equipment. Similarly, the grades of
user’s evaluation are expressed by numbers 1 (poor), 2 (good) and 3 (excellent). Since
Prolog perceives capitals as variables, we use lower-case notation, e.g. “apple” instead of
“Apple”.
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As the next step, we add the following axioms and predicates to B c :
• ordering-completion axioms:
di(A, X) :- ledi(X, Y), di(A, Y)
pr(A, X) :- lepr(X, Y), pr(A, Y)
eq(A, X) :- leeq(X, Y), eq(A, Y)
• attribute-value ordering predicates:
le di(100, 300), le di(300, 500), le di(500, 800),
le di(800, 1100), le di(1100, 1200), le di(1200, 1300)
le pr(149, 120), le pr(120, 99), le pr(99, 60), le pr(60, 45),
le pr(45, 40), le pr(40, 35).
le eq([], [tv]), le eq([], [int]), le eq([tv], [tv, int]),
le eq([int], [tv, int])
In step 5, we have two iterations, in this case, namely for α2 = 2, α3 = 3, with
the following example sets and resulting hypotheses:
E2c+ = {eval(danube, 2), eval(cherry, 2), eval(iris, 2),
eval(linden, 2), eval(oak, 2), eval(pear, 2), eval(poplar, 2),
eval(rose, 2), eval(spruce, 2), eval(tulip, 2)}
E2c− = {eval(apple, 2), eval(lemon, 2), eval(rhine, 2),
eval(themse, 2)}
H2c = {eval(A, 2) :- di(A, 300), eq(A, [tv]);
eval(A, 2) :- pr(A, 120), eq(A, [int])}
or
E3c+ = {eval(iris, 3), eval(linden, 3), eval(rose, 3), eval(tulip, 3)}
E3c− = {eval(apple, 3), eval(danube, 3), eval(cherry, 3),
eval(lemon, 3), eval(oak, 3), eval(pear, 3), eval(poplar, 3),
eval(rhine, 3), eval(spruce, 3), eval(themse, 3)}
H3c = {eval(A, 3) :- di(A, 500), pr(A, 99), eq(A, [tv, int])}
As the last step, we transform the crisp hypothesis H c = H3c ∪ H2c . Thus, the
final result is:
H = { eval(A):2 :- di(A):300, eq(A):[tv];
eval(A):2 :- pr(A):120, eq(A):[int];
eval(A):3 :- di(A:500, pr(A):99, eq(A):[tv, int] }
According to the computed local preferences, we can express these results as:
• IF distance≥300 AND equipment={tv} THEN user’s evaluation ≥ 2
• IF price≤120 AND equipment={int} THEN user’s evaluation ≥ 2
• IF distance≥500 AND price≤99 AND equipment={tv, int}
THEN user’s evaluation ≥ 3
Note that we do not normalize the annotations to a unit interval [0, 1], since we
want to make the computation simpler.
Now, note about the training accuracy, mentioned in Section 3. It concerns the
quality of learned hypothesis. As can be seen in the ϕ-GAP algorithm, in case of n
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grades of user’s evaluation we have H2c , . . . , Hnc hypotheses, whose qualities can be
expressed by several measures. One measure can be the standard accuracy measure
for hypotheses, used in ALEPH [37]:
ϕ − accuracy(Hic ) =

cov(Hic , Eic+ ) + (|Eic− | − cov(Hic , Eic− ))
|Eic+ + Eic− |

(15)

where cov(Hic , Eic+ ) and cov(Hic , Eic+ ) are the number of covered examples from Eic+
and Eic− , respectively by the hypothesis Hic .
Since we do not allow the hypothesis to cover negative examples, the more
convenient measure for training accuracy is the ratio of covered positive examples
to all positive examples:
ϕ − coverage(Hic ) =

cov(Hic , Eic+ )
.
|Eic+ |

(16)

Note that the complexity of an ILP system is quite great22 since it deals with
joins of relations (and several substitutions).
In our case, the data in object-attribute representation (i.e. Table 1) are transformed to RDF-triples Object-Attribute-Value, represented by a predicate
attribute(object , value). Thus, all predicates are joined via an object identificator
and substitutions are considered just for attribute values23 .
Moreover, user’s preferences are usually learned from a small dataset24 like our
illustrative example (Table 1), so the learning process is relatively fast. Thus, using
the ϕ-GAP algorithm is convenient for on-line user preference learning (see the
following chapter about experiments).
Le us have a look, why the IGAP model (and the respective ϕ-GAP algorithm)
is convenient for user preference learning. We do this by considering the defined
fundamental and special requirements (Definitions 2 and 1):
• Since IGAP is a generalization of ILP (proved in [26]), we are able to represent
an arbitrary combination of ordinal and nominal attributes. Moreover, in ILP
it is easy to deal with several data models (Object-Attribute, Multi-Relational,
RDF).
• The truth values in the quantitative part of GAP can be used to represent imperfection (uncertainty, vagueness, imprecision, ...) and the notions of a natural
language (e.g. vague concepts, such as “cheap”, “near”). Moreover, by truth
values the orderings of attribute domains can be represented.
• Considering ρ in GAP rules as aggregation function @, ordinal ratings (classification) of objects can be represented. Since IGAP is an inductive model, we
are capable to learn these ratings.
22
23
24

It is well-known fact in data mining.
All these settings can be determined in the ALEPH background knowledge.
Note that rating a big number of objects is unusual for users.
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Thus, we can conclude that IGAP (or the ϕ-GAP learning method) cover all the
fundamental and special requirements for a flexible user preference learning model
(Definitions 1 and 2).
6 EXPERIMENTS
The ϕ-GAP method was tested in two ways: as a standalone data-mining algorithm
and as an integrated tool to a so-called recommender system, developed during the
NAZOU project [34]. Since the aim was to check the precision of our models, we
concentrated mainly to accuracy measures.
First, ϕ-GAP was tested on the real dataset of 206 Slovak companies, which had
to submit their preferences (ratings from 1 to 7) of business competitiveness and
information systems usage, where the aim was to learn the impact of information
systems on nine processes identified in the companies. The results are discussed
in [23], where the ϕ-GAP was compared with a linear regression model. To sum up,
ϕ-GAP on the given data yields at least three times better results in every dimension
of competitiveness than regression. It could be expected that large homogenous sets
of data will be in most cases better explained by ϕ-GAP than by regression. Note
that time complexity was not measured (it is evident that regression is faster than
ϕ-GAP).
The second experiment concerned the well-known auto-mpg dataset from the
UCI machine learning repository [41]. The above mentioned UCI data describes
properties of 398 cars, concerning city-cycle fuel consumption. There are 9 attributes, 2 nominal, and 7 ordinal, from which the fuel consumption in miles per
gallon (mpg) was considered as the target attribute, on which the user preferences
were based. The dataset contains missing attribute values. Note that the more
miles per gallon the car runs the better for the user. Thus, this attribute was discretized to 5 classes of preferences (5 – the best fuel consumption, 1 – the worst).
The discretisation was made equidistantly, i.e. the domain of the attribute mpg was
divided into 5 parts of the same size. We tested the order preserving accuracy (see
Equation (5)) of ϕ-GAP by the mentioned method of proportion of correctly classified pairs of objects to all comparable pairs of objects. The accuracy of ϕ-GAP
was over 97 %, so, at most 3 % of all comparable pairs was classified badly. This
experiment was discussed in [24]. Other characteristics of this experiment – as the
ϕ−coverage, number of rules and time of the computing are presented in Table 3.
i
ϕ − coverage(Hic )
time of computing Hic (sec)
number of rules in Hic

5
0.22
32
2

4
0.58
106
8

3
0.78
209
12

2
0.85
364
5

Table 3. Characteristics of the experiment of ϕ-GAP on the auto-mpg dataset according
to the hypotheses Hic
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During the NAZOU project [34], ϕ-GAP was integrated to a chain of tools
forming a type of a recommender system [20]. ϕ-GAP was used for an Iterative
User preference learning task (see Definition 9). An experiment with 109 sessions
with real users was performed, from which in each session users made at least two
iterations of the recommendation process. The accuracy of ϕ-GAP was measured
in two ways:
• τ -iterative correlationi was computed for each iteration i of the recommendation
process (see Equation (6)). Thus the sequence τ -iterative correlation0 , τ -iterative
correlation1 , . . . , τ -iterative correlationk of accuracies was obtained for each session. About 60 % of these sequences were non-decreasing, 20 % were nonincreasing, and 20 % were non-monotone (thus, in one iteration the accuracy
grows, in the following iteration it falls, or conversely). We deduced that in the
dominant part of the sessions, the user’s preferences computed by ϕ-GAP approximate to the real preferences of users, i.e. in most cases, ϕ-GAP was helpful
in recommendation;
• average iterative ratingi was computed for each iteration i of the recommendation process (see Equation (7)). Thus the sequence of average evaluations
average iterative rating0 , average iterative rating1 , . . . , average iterative ratingk
of objects was obtained for each session. The results were similar to the previous ones: about 60 % of these sequences was non-decreasing, while 20 % was
non-increasing and 20 % it was non-monotone. These results prove the previous
consequences, i.e. that in most cases ϕ-GAP was helpful in the recommendation.
Since users rated just a few objects (as usual in real life), the computations
on these small datasets were fast (within a second). Such computing times make
ϕ-GAP approppriate for on-line user preference learning.
7 COMPARISON TO OTHERS
There are several approaches and models of user preference learning in recommender
systems [2, 10, 31, 36]:
Term extraction and text categorization methods are used in [42, 39, 35] for
classification of documents to user profiles according to words they contain. It is
often hard to precisely get the attributes of objects (e.g. the semantics of data) in
case of unstructured data repersentation. Thus, textual representation of objects is
not considered further in this work.
Statistical approaches [28, 29, 43, 3] usually assume attribute independence or
require assumptions on probability (usually normal)distribution. These assumptions
are very strong and not general in real situations.
Clustering algorithms are used in [16, 11, 38]. In [8, 6], preferences are represented by graphs. Note that these approaches deal just with correlations between
objects, not considering the attributes of objects. Thus, these models are not good
to express more complex user preferences (for example in form of rules).
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Support Vector Machines and k-Nearest Neighbour classification techniques are
used to compute user preferences in [12, 18]. These techniques are more approppriate
in case of homogenenous (mainly numerical) data but this is not the general case in
real applications.
In [17], Knowledge-Based Artificial Neural Networks are used for preference elicitation, with the ability to encode assumptions concerning preferential independence
and monotonicity. The use of pairwise preferences is assumed in this work. E.g.,
consider a rule xi < xj ∧ yi ≥ yj −→ oi ≻ oj , where oi ≻ oj indicates that the object
oi is preferred to the object oj . This rule expresses that if an object oi has smaller
value in the attribute x and greater or equal value in the attribute y than object oj ,
then oi is preferable to oj for the user.
In [19], an evolutionary approach is used. In this model, a user’s utility function
Pn U applied to a product (object) p with n attributes is defined as U (p) =
i=1 wi fi (xi ), where wi ∈ R denotes the weight (importance) of an attribute ai and
fi : Domain(ai ) → R denotes the “attribute utility” function25 of an attribute ai ,
and xi is the value of an attribute ai of the product p. Except the complete utility function, the proposed algorithm learns both the attribute weight and attribute
utility function.
A language called DD-PREF is introduced in [27]. Preferences are learned over
sets of objects, where the learning method takes as input one or more sets of objects
that have been identified by a user as desirable26 . In DD-PREF preferences are
→ −
−
→
represented as tuples P = h−
q , d ,→
w , αi, where qf : Vf → [0, 1] is the desired
27
“depth” (preferred feature values), df ∈ [0, 1] is the desired “diversity” (preferred
distribution of values across the desired range), wf ∈ [0, 1] is the feature preference
“weight” for the feature f with values in the set Vf and α ∈ [0, 1] specifies the
relative importance of diversity versus depth across all features. qf , df and wf are
estimated using probability methods.
The language of first-order logic is used to represent user preferences in [32].
In [9] preferences are learned using an Inductive Logic Programming system TILDE [5]. ILP systems are able to learn from multiple-relations. Due to their expressiveness, input and output of ILP systems are readable, in contrast to sub-symbolic
systems like neural networks.
The presented rules in [17] allow to define complex preferences but deal with
pairwise preferences (rankings28 , instead of ratings). Moreover, these consider only
numerical data. The attribute utility function in [19] allows to define some “preferences” for both numerical and non-numerical data. The drawback of this model
is that the preferences can be expressed strictly as a weighted sum. The model
presented in [27] seems to be more flexible, however, the α parameter is a-priori
25

For example, fprice (x) = 1 − x
The idea is that it is often easier for users to express their preferences by a set of
preferable objects (for example, a set of favourite songs).
27
The depth and the attribute utility function in [19] have the same meaning.
28
As stated before, this paper deals with rating.
26
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given. Moreover, the preferences are learned not from ratings but from a set of
preferable objects. Except [32, 9], none of the approaches presented considers multirelational data. Even if ILP systems are able to learn from multiple relations, the
approaches presented in [32, 9] do not consider imperfection nor ordinal ratings, or
orderings of attribute domains.
As can be seen, unlike IGAP none of the other approaches to preference learning
in (content-based) recommender systems cover all fundamental and special requirements introduced in Definitions 2 and 1.
Comparing IGAP to other models in [26, 25] we find out that IGAP can be
viewed as a “generalization” of other fuzzy inductive logic programming and ordinal
classification models.

8 CONCLUSIONS
This paper is focused to a formal model of user preference learning for content-based
recommender systems.
Fundamental and special requirements to user preference learning were identified.
Three learning tasks were introduced as the exact, the order preserving and the
iterative user preference learning tasks. The first two tasks concerned the situation
where we have the user’s rating available for a large part of objects. The third task
does not require any prior knowledge about the user’s ratings history. Local and
global preferences were distinguished in the presented model.
Two methods for local preference learning were proposed. The model of induction of generalized annotated programs (IGAP) was described. The ϕ-GAP
algorithm was presented as the learning method for IGAP. All these methods were
illustrated in the example. Note that we do not know about any other inductive
GAP model.
ϕ-GAP was tested as a standalone data mining application and as an integrated
tool to a recommender system. IGAP was compared to other approaches to user
preference learning. The comparison of IGAP to other models of inductive fuzzy
logic programming and ordinal classification was made in [26]. The experiments and
the comparison to other approaches shows promising results.
The research showed that, however, a flexible model has to consider multirelational data (in case of some background knowledge about objects, users and
the used domain), in most cases data are represented in one table. Thus, a propositional (i.e. one table on input) version of ϕ-GAP, called π-GAP was developed. This
algorithm is now in the testing phase, the results seem promising – it is considerably
faster than the ϕ-GAP.
In the future, an integration of π-GAP to a recommender system and its experimental verification is planned, especially for the domain of used cars.
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